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IBA: EXPERIENCE… INTO
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BUILDING ON IBA’S 30+ YRS OF AVIATION EXPERTISE

Valuation

Independent Asset 
Appraisal: 

“Appraiser of the 
Year 202”

Advisory

Strategic project 
support across the 

aviation value 
chain 

Asset Management 
and Technical 

Services

Hands-on technical 
and management 
support for lease 

and asset partners

Data Platform

Combining IBA’s 
values and fleet 
data to create a 
comprehensive 

data platform for 
real time analysis
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MARKET INDICATORS

Sale and Leasing Activity

> Overall activity levels are down on 2019. 

> New ABS transactions have ceased since 
Covid. 

> Lease starts are significantly down on 
2019 levels (-57%) across new and used 
lease transactions.

> Demand remains for sale and leaseback 
transactions. August 2020 down 7% on 
2019 YTD.

> Sold off lease transactions are down 
42% on 2019.

> 2020 figures include transactions 
originated and negotiated pre-Covid
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MARKET ACTIVITY AND TRADING
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Note: Includes Passenger Configured Aircraft Only – All Classes
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IBA’S VALUATIONS DATA GATHERING
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IBA’S COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO VALUATIONS

Data sharing 
agreements with 

IBA clients

Aircraft trading 
research

Publicly available 
sources

Data shared with 
IBA by aircraft and 
engine OEMs

IBA’s Advisory, 
Technical and Asset 
management 
divisions

Governmental and 
regulatory 
databases and 
registries

6 ISTAT Qualified 
Appraisers

Weekly Value 
Performance review 
panels 
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MARKET, BASE AND SOFT VALUE
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EXPLORING THE RELATIONSHIPS
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Half-Life Market, Base and Soft Values - 2020 Delivery -
Selected Aircraft Types

BASE MARKET SOFT
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BASE MARKET SOFT

> Soft Value is calculated as a deviation from Base Value

> Historical trading patterns drive Base and Soft Value

> Market Value is below Base Value, but above Soft Value for 
most new delivery, current/latest generation aircraft types

> Some outgoing aircraft types, particularly widebodies, have 
Market Value below Soft Value

> Sustained Market Value performance below Soft Value suggest 
Base may face realignment if conditions do not improve

> Base Values are at risk for some older widebody types
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VALUE DEFINITION BREAKDOWN
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USING THE CORRECT DEFINITION IS CRITICAL

BASE VALUE MARKET VALUE DISTRESS VALUE LEASE ENCUMBERED VALUE SOFT VALUE

ORIGIN ISTAT ISTAT ISTAT ISTAT IBA

THE AIRCRAFT

Time status (if not new) Usually mid-time, mid-life Usually as found Usually as found N/A Usually as found

Physical condition (if not new)

Usually average, considering type 

and age
Usually as found Usually as found N/A Usually as found

Highest, best use valuation

Yes Yes Maybe

Typically assumed at lease end 

unless a soft value or other definition 

is used.

Yes (may be a different assumption)

THE PARTIES

Willing, able, prudent & knowledgeable Yes Yes Yes Yes assumed Yes

Lack of pressure
Yes Yes No; seller is usually “motivated Yes assumed

Negative Market Influences may lead 

to pressure

THE MARKET

Open, unrestricted
Yes Yes Yes Yes assumed

Negative Market Influences, Market 

may be restricted

State of market balance

Reasonably stable, reasonably 

balanced
As perceived at the time As perceived at the time

Typically assumed at lease end 

unless a soft value or other definition 

is used.

Imbalance of supply and demand 

(with supply exceeding demand)

THE TRANSACTION

Arm’s-length Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sale for cash or equivalent Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Adequate time for effective exposure on market Yes Usually No Yes Yes

Single-unit sale Yes Usually Maybe Yes Yes
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IBA VALUE CHANGE TIMELINE
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Value Opinion 
Updated Bi-Annually

Interim adjustments may be 
made on type-by-type basis

> Market Value or Market Lease Rates 
are the most likely to change 
between major updates

> Base Values are reviewed at major 
updates, but changes are infrequent 

> Soft Value moves with Base and as 
such changes are equally irregular

Drivers of updates to IBA’s 
market value opinions

Base Values follow trends 
observed over time. An 
irrecoverable change to 
market dynamics for a 
specific type can also 
result in Base shifts.

> This will include both 
Base and Market Value 
opinions for all aircraft 
types. 

WHEN ARE VALUES UPDATED AND WHAT ARE THE DRIVERS?

> Data points observed for other vintages of the same aircraft 
type

> Operator fleet decisions

> Market Supply & Demand Analysis

> Current advertised availability

> Historical value declines Lease Rate data

> Values observed of parts and components including engines
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CHANGES ON THE HORIZON

Values Under Pressure

It is clear that values are under pressure for most types. 

Changes you might see in IBA’s next value update….

> Base value adjustments on some outgoing generation widebody types – Airbus A330ceo and Boeing 777-300ER are likely to face Base 
Value downgrades if performance worsens or does not improve. 

> Some regional jet aircraft types face continued pressure – market value adjustments are likely with some risk to base.

> Mature Embraer E-Jets – E190

> 50-seat regional jets

> Market lease rate downgrades 

> Narrowbody and widebody types affected in used market due to oversupply and lack of demand

> Engines to be discussed next week….
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WHAT CHANGES CAN BE EXPECTED IN FUTURE 
UPDATES?
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IMPAIRMENTS

The specific impairments are dependant upon the specific financial/accounting regime the business is 
working to and there are variations between US GAAP and IFRS, so please ensure you use the correct 
methodology

Per IFRS Impairment may be assessed using two main processes:

> Fair Value Less Cost of Sale (FVLCS)

> Value in Use (VIU) 

The key area of discussion is around the intended plan for the aircraft/engine or fleet within the airline or lessor’s 
business.

> If there is a clear intent that the asset has no further use – it is to be stored/sold/parted out then FVLCS is the obvious assessment.

> If the asset is considered to be part of the longer term plan then FVLCS may not be such an obvious choice. 

> If FVLCS is not valid then how can the VIU assessment be made?

9

IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS (1)

Note: IBA are not accountants or financial advisors and comments regarding 
financial/accounting matters must be carefully and professionally assessed by 
your relevant advisors.
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IMPAIRMENTS

Even in a period when the asset is not in use we believe that a case can be made if the longer term is 
considered. So Value in Use can be interpreted as the potential future value in use rather than exactly what 
today’s use is. An aircraft that has been stored for a few months and may not return to service still has an 
expectation that it will earn revenue in the future. The FVLCS could be severely impaired but the VIU may 
not.

Is the VIU easily/readily calculated?

> The calculations can be complex dependant upon the specific case: That is for a lessor it is relatively easy since the value is a function 
of the lease rate, lease term and future expectations of the value the aircraft will generate whilst on lease. For a lessor a Lease 
Encumbered Value is considered appropriate. 

“Securitized Value or Lease Encumbered Value is the Appraiser’s opinion of the value of an aircraft, under lease, given a specified lease 
payment stream (rents and term), and estimated future residual value at lease termination, and an appropriate discount rate.

NB: The Securitized Value or Lease Encumbered Value may be more or less than the Appraiser’s opinion of Current Market 
Value. Moreover the Appraiser may not be fully aware of the credit risks associated with the parties involved, nor all related factors such 
as the time-value of money to those parties, provisions of the lease that may pertain to items such as security deposits, purchase options 
at various dates, term extensions, sub-lease rights, repossession rights, reserve payments and return conditions.”
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IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS (2)

Note: IBA are not accountants or financial advisors and comments regarding 
financial/accounting matters must be carefully and professionally assessed by 
your relevant advisors.
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IMPAIRMENTS

For an airline the calculation can be more complex since it earns revenue via several classes of 
travel and yield models.

> PROPOSAL FOR CONSIDERATION:

> For an Airline Base Value is a relevant and useful proxy for VIU

> Why?

Base Value was “created” in the wake of the First Gulf War in 1990. It was specifically designed to 
take into account the long term economic value, not the then current market value on the basis 
that many of the aircraft at the time were temporarily grounded, not permanently.

However, it also assumes equilibrium in terms of supply and demand, so is it relevant?

> For the specific circumstances where for example, an airline will be using the aircraft as part of it’s future network and the 
expectation around utilisation are valid, then for it’s purposes that aircraft in it’s configuration and fit can be deemed to be at 
least in equilibrium. Whilst other aircraft may be on the market, to configure an aircraft to meet the airline’s branding and
specification means a replacement will require considerable investment so other aircraft availability must be carefully 
considered before assuming they are absolutely suitable. 
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VALUE IN USE – IS BASE VALUE A VALID PROXY?

Note: IBA are not accountants or financial advisors and comments regarding 
financial/accounting matters must be carefully and professionally assessed by 
your relevant advisors.
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IMPAIRMENTS

> Extract from ISA 620…….”International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 620 deals with the auditor’s responsibilities relating to the 
work of an individual or organization in a field of expertise other than accounting or auditing, when that work is used to assist 
the auditor in obtaining sufficient appropriate audit evidence” 

> IBA has been subject to several interviews and meetings in the past in relation to the requirements of ISA 620. However, from
speaking with other ISTAT appraisers there is not a widespread understanding of what ISA 620 entails. We expect to see more 
questioning from auditors around the appraisal firm’s data gathering and how it calculates an opinion from those data 
sources.

> It is not a legal requirement that aircraft/engine valuations are provided by “an expert in that field”, perhaps it should be?

> Many companies will provide an auditor with Appraised Values but many do not. For example, a study of many airline’s 
accounts found that the majority of notes regarding book values and impairment referred to “management information”. Of 
course that management information could have been based upon Appraiser’s Values. 

> It is IBA’s contention that it is time for careful and proper openness about sources of data and opinion in relation to this 
matter.

> Although it is a few years since the famous “Values and Valuers” paper from Dick Forsberg when he was at Avolon, that paper 
raised many issues concerning how the appraisal sector needed to “raise their game”. At IBA we believe we have done so and 
it is now the turn of the users of appraisals, be that the owners or users of aircraft and engines, to ensure that the appraisal
sector is properly engaged to provide valid and up to date and appropriate values. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF AN EXPERT…..ISA 620

Note: IBA are not accountants or financial advisors and comments regarding 
financial/accounting matters must be carefully and professionally assessed by 
your relevant advisors.
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CASE STUDY

As aircraft owners face greater financial pressure, market conditions will encourage pressured asset 
disposal over the next 6-9 months….

Here IBA gives a working example of how an opportunistic buyer might look at a potential acquisition and how this 
contrasts with a Current Market Value opinion.
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CURRENT MARKET VALUE VS DISTRESSED VALUE

Example

> Boeing 787-8

> 2015 Delivery

> General Electric GENx-1B70 engines

> The aircraft has been the subject of 
a repossession or early return from 
current lessee 

Image source: https://www.norebbo.com/2013/02/boeing-787-8-blank-illustration-templates/
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Sep 2020 4Q2020 – 3Q2021 4Q2021-1Q2022 2Q2022

Aircraft has been 

returned early or 

repossessed, ferried 

and parked.

Ongoing legal and tech 

oversight, storage fees 

and CAMO monitoring. 

Aircraft is actively 

remarketed to secure 

lease placement..

After 18 months, new 

lessee has been found, 

cabin reconfiguration 

has been performed 

and overdue 

maintenance tasks 

completed. 

Aircraft delivered under 

new lease. 2 month 

security deposit 

received. Lease term 8 

years, reserves paid 

with lessor 

contributions to first 

events.

CASE STUDY
TIMELINE, ACTIONS, COSTS

14
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Sep 2020 4Q2020 – 3Q2021 4Q2021-1Q2022 2Q2022

Lease Rental: 

US$ 450,000 / month

Security Deposit:

US$ 900,000 (2mth rent)

Maintenance Reserve:

Full – US$ 360,000

+ escalation

CASE STUDY
TIMELINE, ACTIONS, COSTS

Parking and Storage:

US$ 126,000

CAMO:

US$ 90,000

Remarketing: 

US$ 450,000 

Reconfiguration:

US$ 8,000,000 Maintenance:

C Check US$ 380,000

Aircraft has been 

returned early or 

repossessed, ferried and 

parked.

15
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CASE STUDY

Considerations

> Market Value – assumes highest and best use, meaning the aircraft is desired in its current configuration and specification. This 
aircraft is off lease and not deployed with an airline operator.

> Distress Value – A buyer will price in potential reconfiguration costs as well as storage and other overheads (technical oversight, 
advisory etc).

> Risk – remarketing in the current market will be challenging, particularly for a widebody aircraft.

Comparison

> Market Value – IBA’s Current Half-Life Market Value for a 2015 Boeing 787-8 aircraft is – US$ 74.394 million

> Distress Value – Calculated using present value of cash flows (stronger credit, 6% discount rate) – US$ 57.740 million

> Distress Value – Calculated using present value of cash flows (weaker credit, 10% discount rate, LR $520K) – US$ 42.690 million
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CURRENT MARKET VALUE VS DISTRESSED VALUE
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

> Conditions continue to evolve – make sure to keep up-to-
date with market and value movements

> Use a reliable value and data provider with a proven track 
record and experienced ISTAT-accredited team

> Outgoing widebody types are likely to face Base Value 
downgrades – A330ceo and 777-300ER

> Make sure to use the correct value definition – discuss this 
with your appraiser

> Impairment will be front and centre as we approach year 
end

> Airlines and lessors with large widebody fleets will be 
particularly exposed

> Failures will impact IBA’s value opinion 

17
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QUESTIONS TO THE PANEL
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Address
IBA Group Ltd, IBA House, 7 The Crescent, 
Leatherhead, Surrey, KT22 8DY, UK

CONTACT US

E-mail
ibamarketing@iba.aero

Follow us on

LINKEDIN
Follow us on

TWITTER

KEEP UP TO DATE
WITH OUR AVIATION
INTELLIGENCE: IBA.AERO
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DISCLAIMER: Our discussion may include predictions, estimates or other information that might be 
considered forward-looking. While these forward-looking statements represent our current judgment on 
what the future holds, they are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ 
materially. You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which 
reflect our opinions only as of the date of this presentation. Please keep in mind that we are not obligating 
ourselves to revise or publicly release the results of any revision to these forward-looking statements in 
light of new information or future events. Throughout today’s discussion, we will attempt to present some 
important factors relating to our business that may affect our predictions.

All materials are intellectual property of IBA Group
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